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Mention two aspects that youMention two aspects that you
found interesting about the schoolfound interesting about the school
/ the education system / the school/ the education system / the school

life.life.the water fountain, the fact thatthe water fountain, the fact that
teachers have their ownteachers have their own

classroomsclassrooms Their school's building and planning was differentTheir school's building and planning was different
to me although ıts constructed as a just one blockto me although ıts constructed as a just one block

with one floor,ıt looked well formed and organizedwith one floor,ıt looked well formed and organized
There are so manyThere are so many
flowers around theflowers around the

school.school.

The school's installationsThe school's installations
The school's timetableThe school's timetable

Although the building of the school weAlthough the building of the school we
are in seems smaller, the interior is quiteare in seems smaller, the interior is quite

spacious and beautiful.spacious and beautiful.

Coopertion andCoopertion and
conferencesconferences

The school aspect andThe school aspect and
how its appearancehow its appearance

The 10 minuts break afterThe 10 minuts break after
classe and the fountain atclasse and the fountain at

schoolschool

The school organizes a lot ofThe school organizes a lot of
socializing activities, such ussocializing activities, such us

the prom, homecoming,the prom, homecoming,
talent show etctalent show etc

Students enjoy the schoolStudents enjoy the school
life( they were happy).life( they were happy).
Entering the school isEntering the school is
directly from a park.directly from a park.

there is a hall wherethere is a hall where
the jackets are takenthe jackets are taken

offoff

I liked how the schoolI liked how the school
had a free water fillerhad a free water filler
and such a big yardand such a big yard

The schedule and the "ambient" there's atThe schedule and the "ambient" there's at
the school, where being so responsible isthe school, where being so responsible is

admirable and not a reason for laughsadmirable and not a reason for laughs

all the activities that they doall the activities that they do
everything was amazing, moderneverything was amazing, modern

school and smart.teachersschool and smart.teachers

the school was so sweet it wasthe school was so sweet it was
very compatible with the naturevery compatible with the nature
and school life is a bit quiet andand school life is a bit quiet and

ordinary as far as I can see.ordinary as far as I can see.

Water station,Water station,  
dance at schooldance at school

  The international eveningThe international evening
is a brilliant ideais a brilliant idea

The programme was veryThe programme was very
interesting, well dosed betweeninteresting, well dosed between

work on the project and visitwork on the project and visit

the well organized polishthe well organized polish
school/ the excellent bahaviorschool/ the excellent bahavior

of polish studentsof polish students

all activities that they haveall activities that they have
and the other Erasmus thatand the other Erasmus that

they did.they did.

I was impressed that the classroomsI was impressed that the classrooms
are different based on the lessons, andare different based on the lessons, and
they donated water that was given tothey donated water that was given to

the childrenthe children

exams in generalexams in general

The 10 minuts break after classe
and the fountain at school



Mention at least two aspects that youMention at least two aspects that you
remember from the presentationsremember from the presentations
and activities on the topic of airand activities on the topic of air

pollution.pollution.
the biking system in Barcelona,the biking system in Barcelona,
the bad air quality in Krakowthe bad air quality in Krakow

The importance of reducingThe importance of reducing
the CO2 emissionsthe CO2 emissions

The importance of taking action inThe importance of taking action in
iniciatives to improve the airiniciatives to improve the air

pollution matterpollution matter It was very nice of us to comment on the year 2050It was very nice of us to comment on the year 2050
and Mr. David, who gave us a paper about herand Mr. David, who gave us a paper about her

presentation, helped me a lot.presentation, helped me a lot.Reduce fossil feulesReduce fossil feules
consumption and human kindconsumption and human kind

is like the other animalsis like the other animals
That air pollution isn't onlyThat air pollution isn't only
outdoors but also indoors.outdoors but also indoors.

Tall trees song. WorkshopTall trees song. Workshop
conducted by Piotr Skubala.conducted by Piotr Skubala.Spain and Poland have introduced electricSpain and Poland have introduced electric

vehicles and bicycles into everyday lifevehicles and bicycles into everyday life

Siena’s main source of AirSiena’s main source of Air
pollution are the industriespollution are the industries

located near the citylocated near the city
The air pollution kills more people thanThe air pollution kills more people than
we think and that we damaged extremlywe think and that we damaged extremly

our planet in a short amount of time.our planet in a short amount of time.
Air pollution is a veryAir pollution is a very

very dangerous problemvery dangerous problem
Air pollution is a significant risk factor forAir pollution is a significant risk factor for

a number of pollution-related diseases,a number of pollution-related diseases,
including respiratory infections, heartincluding respiratory infections, heart
disease, COPD, stroke and lung cancerdisease, COPD, stroke and lung cancer Mr. David Oldroyd's presentationMr. David Oldroyd's presentation

was exhaustive and professionalwas exhaustive and professional

the ways of reducingthe ways of reducing
pollution and how itpollution and how it

affects each city/countryaffects each city/country

Using technology muchUsing technology much
makes worse and wemakes worse and we
mustnt but SUV a 😂mustnt but SUV a 😂2050 and human impact.2050 and human impact. We try to understand theWe try to understand the

importance of the environmentimportance of the environment
in a concrete way and toin a concrete way and to

include it in our lives.include it in our lives.

The quality of air in PolandThe quality of air in Poland
and the dump we doand the dump we do

That air pollutionThat air pollution
isn't only outdoorsisn't only outdoors

but also indoorsbut also indoors

That some devices for combating airThat some devices for combating air
pollution are older than we think.pollution are older than we think.

the excellent presentation of the Polish schoolthe excellent presentation of the Polish school
the very bad presentation of the Romanian schoolthe very bad presentation of the Romanian school

the extinction of animals because of pollution.the extinction of animals because of pollution.
( the impact of humans on Nature)( the impact of humans on Nature)

We are the principal causeWe are the principal cause
of climate change but weof climate change but we
are Who can reducte It.are Who can reducte It.

Nine out of 10 peopleNine out of 10 people
worldwide breathe polluted air.worldwide breathe polluted air.

In Europe, eastern EuropeanIn Europe, eastern European
countries have the most seriouscountries have the most serious

levels of air pollution.levels of air pollution.

Two words I will rememberTwo words I will remember
form the programmeform the programme

are:reuse, recycleare:reuse, recycle



Mention at least two aspects that youMention at least two aspects that you
remember from the presentationsremember from the presentations
and activities on the topic of airand activities on the topic of air

pollution.pollution.
That poland has the worst air polution fromThat poland has the worst air polution from

the erasmus countries and that romaniathe erasmus countries and that romania
produces a lot of polluted air with factoriesproduces a lot of polluted air with factories two unforgettable experiences on thetwo unforgettable experiences on the

topic of air pollution, 1)mr david 'stopic of air pollution, 1)mr david 's
presentation, 2) ice- breaking activitiespresentation, 2) ice- breaking activitiesCreativity of ppt and theCreativity of ppt and the

involvement of theinvolvement of the
students who made themstudents who made them

it's dangerous andit's dangerous and
should be solved asshould be solved as

soon as possiblesoon as possible
planting the tree and the world of 2050planting the tree and the world of 2050

Everything we buy affects theEverything we buy affects the
Earth one way or other.Earth one way or other.

We could cover the entire Earth withWe could cover the entire Earth with
the existent concrete and chemicalthe existent concrete and chemical

products as Ajax are pollutingproducts as Ajax are polluting

Preservation and real dangerPreservation and real danger
less carsless cars

less fabricsless fabricsthat we can stop it and it s up.to usthat we can stop it and it s up.to us
how the world would be in the futurehow the world would be in the future

the ways of reducingthe ways of reducing
pollution and how it affectspollution and how it affects

each city/countryeach city/country

Presentation presentation ofPresentation presentation of
weather and weather withweather and weather with

its plots in 2050its plots in 2050

I don’t rememberI don’t remember

the animals are becommingthe animals are becomming
extinct and safe waterextinct and safe water

Earth is our spaceship/weEarth is our spaceship/we
should take care of itshould take care of it

  The visit to the center in KatowiceThe visit to the center in Katowice
will surely be unforgettable.will surely be unforgettable.

The first morning was very very interesting,The first morning was very very interesting,
all the activities did in mixed groupsall the activities did in mixed groups



Mention two things you foundMention two things you found
out about Tychy / Poland.out about Tychy / Poland.

it's a really clean city, second hand clothing is soit's a really clean city, second hand clothing is so
common which is really positive in terms of ecologycommon which is really positive in terms of ecology

Tychy is a little place but lovely place thatTychy is a little place but lovely place that
which managed to save green places.which managed to save green places.paprocany lake andpaprocany lake and

pierogi ruskiepierogi ruskie
Lot’s of green areas and the regionalLot’s of green areas and the regional

center for water and sewage managmentcenter for water and sewage managmentTychy is an industrial city,Tychy is an industrial city,
however it is one of the greenesthowever it is one of the greenest

cities in the Silesia regioncities in the Silesia region

Through the treasure hunt inThrough the treasure hunt in
Krakow I learned about the legend ofKrakow I learned about the legend of
the dragon that the city is famous forthe dragon that the city is famous for

The train and busThe train and bus
system and thesystem and the
zabka shopszabka shops

tychy is in the silesia region andtychy is in the silesia region and
poland is the most polluted countrypoland is the most polluted country

low cost of lifelow cost of life
and hightand hight
pollutionpollution

how are working trains andhow are working trains and
how are the restaurant in herehow are the restaurant in here

Unfortunately, I didn't know anything about Tychy before...I found out that itUnfortunately, I didn't know anything about Tychy before...I found out that it
is an industrial , recent city, located in a rich region like Silesia with a veryis an industrial , recent city, located in a rich region like Silesia with a very

good network of railways, trolleybuses and roads. It's a very green and airy city.good network of railways, trolleybuses and roads. It's a very green and airy city.
Very nice city weVery nice city we
very good peoplevery good people

Collegium MaiusCollegium Maius
and Crakovand Crakov

Peace and geren parkaPeace and geren parka

Tychy: The coal mining past of the cityTychy: The coal mining past of the city
-Poland: Poland independized from it's-Poland: Poland independized from it's

neighbours countries in 1918neighbours countries in 1918hospitable and thehospitable and the
food is a little badfood is a little bad

That it has trolleybusesThat it has trolleybuses

1. Poland is divided into 16 voivodeships.1. Poland is divided into 16 voivodeships.
2. Tychy was early known for its beer.2. Tychy was early known for its beer.

Poland is a very hospitable countryPoland is a very hospitable country

-Trolleybus-Trolleybus
- Paproncany Lake- Paproncany Lake

Parks next to theParks next to the
school and theschool and the

coffee shopscoffee shops

Tychy is an industrialTychy is an industrial
city, however it is onecity, however it is one
of the greenest citiesof the greenest cities
in the Silesia regionin the Silesia region

Poland is a very polluted country.Poland is a very polluted country.
Tychy is a beautiful city.Tychy is a beautiful city.

It's not that big althoughIt's not that big although
it has many residentsit has many residents
People there are veryPeople there are very

kind and politekind and polite

there are a lot of zabcathere are a lot of zabca
it is colder than myit is colder than my

countrycountry
There are a lot of greenThere are a lot of green
spaces and more publicspaces and more public
than private transport.than private transport.

poland has one of the dirtiest air quality in eupore,poland has one of the dirtiest air quality in eupore,

Quiet place andQuiet place and
very greenvery green

The city is SO green; plantsThe city is SO green; plants
and trees everywhere andand trees everywhere and
the streets are SO clean.the streets are SO clean.

tychy has beautiful placestychy has beautiful places
the people is very nicethe people is very nice

its the mostits the most
polluted country, itspolluted country, its

a historic placea historic place

it was too cold andit was too cold and
the air was too muchthe air was too much

at meals there is water or withat meals there is water or with
lemon, mint, gas,.... Andlemon, mint, gas,.... And

everything is much cheapereverything is much cheaper
compared to Barcelona.compared to Barcelona.

The different schoolThe different school
system, there are asystem, there are a

lot of parkslot of parks



Exemplify twoExemplify two
events/aspects/things/highlights youevents/aspects/things/highlights you

experienced during your stay thatexperienced during your stay that
have had a major impact on you.have had a major impact on you.

international night, the tripinternational night, the trip
to auschwitz-birkenauto auschwitz-birkenau

Seeing the energy and motivatıon of polish studentsSeeing the energy and motivatıon of polish students
surprised me and also they were excelentlysurprised me and also they were excelently

concentraded on activities,subjects etcconcentraded on activities,subjects etc

Tour of auschwitzTour of auschwitz
and Krakow tourand Krakow tour

Spending 1 week away from where ISpending 1 week away from where I
live was a very nice experience andlive was a very nice experience and

meeting people from differentmeeting people from different
cultures is a great feeling.cultures is a great feeling.

Visit of auschwitzVisit of auschwitz
birkenau and thebirkenau and the

regional center forregional center for
water and sewagewater and sewage

managmentmanagment

The people I met and theThe people I met and the
things I learnedthings I learned

Collegium Maius Tour.Collegium Maius Tour.

Lecture and workshop by Prof. PiotrLecture and workshop by Prof. Piotr
Skubala, a Polish expert on ecologySkubala, a Polish expert on ecology

from the University of Silesia.from the University of Silesia.
The guided tour of Collegium Maius.The guided tour of Collegium Maius.

A campfire that we had withA campfire that we had with
Alicza, Witold, Mateusz andAlicza, Witold, Mateusz and

company and the Fridaycompany and the Friday
party in the hotel.party in the hotel.

communicating with people fromcommunicating with people from
different countries and holding partiesdifferent countries and holding parties
every night had such an impact on me.every night had such an impact on me.
in this way, i hand the chance to makein this way, i hand the chance to make

new friendships and to have a breaknew friendships and to have a break
from the daily habits and obligations lfrom the daily habits and obligations l

usually have .usually have .

the dragon of Cracowthe dragon of Cracow
and the churchand the church

i really liked the ice breakingi really liked the ice breaking
activities with the host studentsactivities with the host students

-The last day party-The last day party
-The visit to Alicia's and-The visit to Alicia's and

Magda's houseMagda's house

International evening andInternational evening and
farewell dinner was great.farewell dinner was great.

1. The visit to the Auschwitz-Birkenau Museum.1. The visit to the Auschwitz-Birkenau Museum.
2. The International Night, as I really loved getting2. The International Night, as I really loved getting

a taste of the other cultures.a taste of the other cultures.

Internacional night and when weInternacional night and when we
went to the polish students houses.went to the polish students houses.

The visit to auschwitzThe visit to auschwitz
The international evening onThe international evening on
the first day of the programthe first day of the program

Visit on AuschwitzVisit on Auschwitz
National nightNational night The visit in auschwitzThe visit in auschwitz

and the bowling withand the bowling with
the studentsthe studentsThe visit ofThe visit of

Auschwitz andAuschwitz and
Cracow and theCracow and the
two lectures attwo lectures at

schoolschool

The Auschwitz visit and theThe Auschwitz visit and the
people tha was in the all projectpeople tha was in the all project

and from the other nationsand from the other nations

The first one is the great time I had on Wednesday at Alicja's with all theThe first one is the great time I had on Wednesday at Alicja's with all the
hosts c: I loved it a lot! The second one is the party we had on Friday, whichhosts c: I loved it a lot! The second one is the party we had on Friday, which
was amazing. Like, I had so much fun dancing and singing. It's a shame thatwas amazing. Like, I had so much fun dancing and singing. It's a shame that
it ended so early (23:00 I think) but when Polish and Spanish students meetit ended so early (23:00 I think) but when Polish and Spanish students meet

again I'm sure we'll have a bigger one :pagain I'm sure we'll have a bigger one :p

Polish hospitality andPolish hospitality and
Visiting AuswitchVisiting Auswitch

i really enjoyed thei really enjoyed the
international nightinternational night

the auswitch visit wasthe auswitch visit was
really interesting andreally interesting and

had a big impacthad a big impact

The international night and the Alicja's house:))The international night and the Alicja's house:))

All visits were very helpful. Krakow in an extraordinaryAll visits were very helpful. Krakow in an extraordinary
city with Jagellona University. Every man should go tocity with Jagellona University. Every man should go to

Auschwitz once in his life or in Nikiszowiec. I reallyAuschwitz once in his life or in Nikiszowiec. I really
appreciated polish restaurants, food and Tyskie beer.appreciated polish restaurants, food and Tyskie beer.

The run all together under the rain of Sunday and the visit of AuschwitzThe run all together under the rain of Sunday and the visit of Auschwitz



Mention a difficulty you encounteredMention a difficulty you encountered
during your stay and how you solved it.during your stay and how you solved it.

My social anxiety and my friendsMy social anxiety and my friends
helped me to solve it.helped me to solve it.

The first day it rained a lot and itThe first day it rained a lot and it
was stressful because we didn't allwas stressful because we didn't all
had umbrellas but it was actually ahad umbrellas but it was actually a

great opportunity to share umbrellagreat opportunity to share umbrella
and meet new peopleand meet new people

I had no difficultyI had no difficulty

At first I found it a little bit difficult toAt first I found it a little bit difficult to
make connections with the studentsmake connections with the students

from the other countries because I canfrom the other countries because I can
be quite shy but then I was introducedbe quite shy but then I was introduced
to the Greek team and I stared to opento the Greek team and I stared to open

up more.up more.

Not at all.Not at all.
Everything was veryEverything was very

well organizedwell organized

Everything was veryEverything was very
well organized.well organized.

The fact that I felt inscure aboutThe fact that I felt inscure about
my english but when I saw that allmy english but when I saw that all

the polish students were so kindthe polish students were so kind
and educate I started to speak moreand educate I started to speak more

comfortable in english.comfortable in english.

Antonis because he was listeningAntonis because he was listening
to and greek music late at night .to and greek music late at night .

So I told him to stopSo I told him to stop

The eating times were a problem because areThe eating times were a problem because are
earlier than in Spain so I had to eat early andearlier than in Spain so I had to eat early and

after that but something in the hotel.after that but something in the hotel.

there were no english explanations orthere were no english explanations or
menus in some places like streets ormenus in some places like streets or

restaurants. as a result, students had torestaurants. as a result, students had to
translate these information to us.translate these information to us.i got a cold,i got a cold,

i still have iti still have it
My major "difficulty" was theMy major "difficulty" was the

breakfast time. At the hotel, thebreakfast time. At the hotel, the
food wasn't the best and as I'mfood wasn't the best and as I'm

not used to Polish cuisine, I didn'tnot used to Polish cuisine, I didn't
like so much the food served.like so much the food served.

i thought i didnt fit in any group but ii thought i didnt fit in any group but i
managed to make friends in the endmanaged to make friends in the end

the fact that they put pepperthe fact that they put pepper
everywhere and I'm allergiceverywhere and I'm allergic

No diccufullty

I didn't see much difficulty everyone
was trying to make everything easy

thank you

There was no difficulty.

I run out of clothes at some point but
I borrowed some from my friend

I didn't find any difficulties

Little bit the language
but resolve with speaking

food wasn't very good
Paying with Zloties, using a conversor.

We had a hard time finding non-
mineral water, but we meet here

we didn't face any difficulties

Nothing. All was perfect!
I really like Poland , the

polish language and culture.
I had no difficulty.



Name two people from the HOSTName two people from the HOST
country (students, teachers, other) thatcountry (students, teachers, other) that

you found especially helpful.you found especially helpful.
Agnieszka Gemborys, AniaAgnieszka Gemborys, Ania

AgnieszkaAgnieszka
Ania (the first)Ania (the first)

Polina, MarthaPolina, Martha

Magda, Micolai and WitekMagda, Micolai and Witek Fırstly Agnieszka thenFırstly Agnieszka then
Magda,Wiktoria,MartyanaMagda,Wiktoria,Martyana

and Maciekand MaciekPolina and AgnieszkaPolina and Agnieszka

Agata StefanczakAgata Stefanczak
and Ola Rudolfand Ola Rudolf

Ola and AgataOla and Agata
Agnieszka and KassiaAgnieszka and Kassia

Everyone was great. ( Agnieska,Everyone was great. ( Agnieska,
Arguiris, Nikos, Ola, Mikolai,Arguiris, Nikos, Ola, Mikolai,

Elisa, Patricia, Alice, ElaineElisa, Patricia, Alice, Elaine

Alicja, Witek, Magda and OlaAlicja, Witek, Magda and Ola
Ola Rudolf, Magda JanotaOla Rudolf, Magda Janota

Agnieszka GemborysAgnieszka Gemborys
Ala SkorusAla Skorus

olaola
mikolajmikolaj

Witold andWitold and
Ola RudolfOla Rudolf

Doniczka Mrs AgnieszkaDoniczka Mrs Agnieszka
and Magdaand Magda

All of them. Agnieszka, Kashia,All of them. Agnieszka, Kashia,
Ania and all Polish studentsAnia and all Polish students

were wonderful.were wonderful.

Every single Polish student has been so helpful and nice to me, so I can't sayEvery single Polish student has been so helpful and nice to me, so I can't say
only two of them. Mikołaj, Ola, Magda, Alicja, Alicja, Matheus and Witekonly two of them. Mikołaj, Ola, Magda, Alicja, Alicja, Matheus and Witek
are, have been and will always be amazing persons. And all the other Polishare, have been and will always be amazing persons. And all the other Polish

students who I didn't spend as much time as I spent with the previouslystudents who I didn't spend as much time as I spent with the previously
mentioned have also been so nice, always with a smile on their faces :)mentioned have also been so nice, always with a smile on their faces :)

magda ola victoriamagda ola victoria

Anieska♥
Ola♥ but I can mention at least 5

Ala and Martyna;)



Do you intend to keep in touch withDo you intend to keep in touch with
any of the participants? How?any of the participants? How?

Yes,via social media NetworksYes,via social media Networks

yes, by whatsappyes, by whatsappyes i do, with social mediayes i do, with social media

Yes, Instagram and WhatsappYes, Instagram and Whatsapp

I intend to keep in touchI intend to keep in touch
with everyone I metwith everyone I met Of course, I'm sureOf course, I'm sure

we'll be in touchwe'll be in touch
on social media.on social media.Yes! I would like to metYes! I would like to met

them again next summerthem again next summer
Yes, by textingYes, by texting

through Instagramthrough Instagram
Definitely YES. I willDefinitely YES. I will
visit the town againvisit the town again I intend to keep touch with theI intend to keep touch with the

polish students and some of thepolish students and some of the
Romanians through instagramRomanians through instagramNot for now, maybe afterNot for now, maybe after

the visit in Romania inthe visit in Romania in
march 2023.march 2023.

Of cours I will. FromOf cours I will. From
social mediasocial media

of course i will keep in touch with all the students whoof course i will keep in touch with all the students who
participated in this exchange progrm. i have theirparticipated in this exchange progrm. i have their

instagram accounts, so i will get their news in this way.instagram accounts, so i will get their news in this way.

We've created both a WhatsApp and InstagramWe've created both a WhatsApp and Instagram
group all Polish and Spanish students and I'llgroup all Polish and Spanish students and I'll

keep chatting with them as much as I can. I'mkeep chatting with them as much as I can. I'm
sure we'll all keep in touch with each other for asure we'll all keep in touch with each other for a

long time, and that's a beautiful thing c:long time, and that's a beautiful thing c:

Yes from messagesYes from messages
I will definitely keep in touchI will definitely keep in touch
with all the partners I met inwith all the partners I met in

Tychy through all socialTychy through all social
networks.networks.

Yes, I do.
Participating in all

activities.

I will definitely keep in touch with all the partners I metI will definitely keep in touch with all the partners I met
in Tychy through all social networks.in Tychy through all social networks.



Strengths of the meetingStrengths of the meeting
it being very organizedit being very organizedWell planned and organisedWell planned and organised

Well organized.Well organized.The first conference, the meeting at the PolishThe first conference, the meeting at the Polish
houses, Auschwitz and all the Polish teamhouses, Auschwitz and all the Polish team

we decided togetherwe decided together
and met at a commonand met at a common
point, this event is apoint, this event is a

good feelinggood feeling

We got to know our climate more closelyWe got to know our climate more closely
and we had conversations on air pollution.and we had conversations on air pollution.

Ability to forge bondsAbility to forge bonds The things presentedThe things presented

Really liked how theReally liked how the
days were organised.days were organised.

Cooperation of all students.Cooperation of all students.
The breaks, theThe breaks, the

activities, the housts.activities, the housts.
Team workTeam work

It was a very goodIt was a very good
organizated meeting.organizated meeting. The free time and visits toThe free time and visits to

Krakow and Katowice.Krakow and Katowice.The meeting was the bestThe meeting was the best
of all in my opinionof all in my opinion

It has been so well-organized,It has been so well-organized,
with both cultural and ludicwith both cultural and ludic

activities, and with marvellousactivities, and with marvellous
people hosting us.people hosting us.

I meet a lot of new people fromI meet a lot of new people from
all over the world and have greatall over the world and have great

friendships with them.friendships with them.

Experience, good organisationExperience, good organisation
and hardworking team!and hardworking team!

international evening,
party at hotel tychyThe close contact with all the delegations

and all the activities where students mixed
together have been the protagonists The people and the parties

EVERYTHING. Like it has been an amazing
experience and every person I've talked to has told
me the same. It has been so well-organized, with

both cultural and ludic activities, and with
marvellous people hosting us.

the visit to the water of
poland wasn’t the best of it

the hosts (teachers and students)

the trips
everything is so orderly

All days, Krokow, Katowice, Nikiszowiec



Areas that require improvementAreas that require improvement
more free time could be providedmore free time could be provided

Sound systemsSound systems
Food choices.Food choices. The conferences last a lotThe conferences last a lot

we could have better communication withwe could have better communication with
other countries on trips and we could doother countries on trips and we could do
things like more parties instead of 2 daysthings like more parties instead of 2 days

solar panels, bike lanes,solar panels, bike lanes,
treatment facilitytreatment facility

Activities in the afternoonActivities in the afternoonNoneNone A better choice ofA better choice of
lectors would be alectors would be a

great improvement.great improvement.It has been an amazingIt has been an amazing
experience. Better isexperience. Better is

impossible!!impossible!!
Do a little bit shortDo a little bit short

the some of thethe some of the
conferences.conferences.

Relations between countriesRelations between countries
and organization concerningand organization concerning
the way they were split up inthe way they were split up in
the majority of the activitiesthe majority of the activities

In my opinion, noIn my opinion, no
improvement isimprovement is

required.required.
Some trips like the waterSome trips like the water

plant or the second lectureplant or the second lecture
about air pollution.about air pollution.

Some trips like the waterSome trips like the water
plant or the second lectureplant or the second lecture

about air pollution.about air pollution.
More activities could be doneMore activities could be done

We hope the next meetingWe hope the next meeting
will be so goodwill be so good

The employers at the hotelThe employers at the hotel
were not serious, professionel.were not serious, professionel.

the presentation partthe presentation part

solar panels, bike
lanes, treatment

facility

I liked everything

Probably the elevators in the hotel😅

You did a great job!!!!
The Wednesday presentation

Hotel security

It would have been great that the Friday's party had
ended, at least, at midnight, but although it ended

earlier than expected I had an amazing time. Also, I
would like to do any sports activity as we did the

volleyball day here at Barcelona, but these are personal
preferences, so nothing to worry about.

nothing :)

Not many. I found that
there was a lot of green

space.


